
Beautiful and Unique Home 
at a short walk to Beach

Tamarindo, Santa Cruz



Tamarindo is known as one of the most famous beach towns in the country. It
has so much to offer, such as a beautiful beach which has astonishing sunsets,

local restaurants, supermarkets, sports bars and nightlife.



In Tamarindo tourism is around almost all year round, so owning a luxury home is also a great
investment for rentals or to even sell in the future. This home is top-of-the-line and within walking
distance to the beach and to the center of town while remaining at a distance where peace can be
enjoyed.

This is a brand new turnkey 3-bedroom, 3-and-a-half-bathroom luxury home, once entering the
main entrance one can find the kitchen area on the left-hand side and the living room on the right-
hand side. The kitchen area has floor-to-ceiling glass sliding doors, so the breeze can be enjoyed
from inside and outside. On the left hand of the property, one can find the BBQ area, where one can
enjoy meals with family and friends during sunset time. 

Moving onto the bedrooms, which are located on the opposite side of the BBQ area, separated by a
large pool in the middle. All of the rooms are connected by a hallway that’s leads from the living
room, first bedroom will have two single beds, a closet, and a bathroom, the next room will have a
sizeable bed closet and bathroom while the next room over, the Master Bedroom will have a large
closet right behind the large bed, similar to a walk-in closet, a desk area, and a large bathroom with
an outdoor bathtub. All of these rooms face the pool and have direct access through large glass
sliding doors.

BEAUTIFUL AND UNIQUE HOME AT A SHORT WALK TO BEACH



$869,000 440 m2 lot 200 m2 living area 3 Beds 3.5 Baths

Essentials




